The q.f.d. condition also arises in the study of Krull dimension because a module with Krull dimension must be q.f.d. [1] .
First, a remark, which we isolate as a lemma.
LEMMA. A module M is q.f.d. if and only if each quotient of M has finite dimensional socle (possible zero).
Proof Every nonzero module has a quotient with nonzero socle. (Take A c M to be maximal with respect to not containing m, 0 Φ meM.) So an infinite direct sum of modules has a quotient with infinite dimensional socle. Conversely, we wish to show that if for every NaM, we can always find such a T, then M has no quotient which contains an infinite direct sum. If M/K does, then by the lemma we can find a K' with M/K' having an infinite direct snm of simple submodules. Let K' czSaM be such that S/K' is this infinite direct sum. Choose T finitely generated such that S/T has no maximal submodules. Then S/T + K f has no maximal submodules. But S/T + K! is a homomorphic image of the semisimple module S/K' so S/T + K' is semisimple, and always has maximal submodules if it is not zero. So, it must be zero and S = T + K'. Since T is finitely generated S/K' must be, a clear impossibility.
REMARK.
The above naturally raises the question, when are finitely generated modules finite dimensional? We observe the following: PROPOSITION. // cyclic modules are finite dimensional then finitely generated modules are. 
Continue in this fashion to get E(M) as a finite direct sum of injective hulls of cyclic modules. These are finite dimensional, so M is.
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